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T H E    W E D D I N G   F A V O U R S 

An enchanting addition to your wedding breakfast or cocktail party, The Wedding Fa-
vours' chilled acoustic arrangements of popular songs ranging from swing, bossa, country 
and folk to indie, soul, motown, rock and contemporary hits will charm and entertain 
your guests. 
 
Fantastic singer Laura effortlessly interacts with any audience combining perfectly with 
Dave's meticulous guitar arrangements and backing vocals. Their extensive repertoire al-
lows them to adapt on the fly from subtle background music to audience participation 
sing-alongs and dancing. Clients can even choose their favourite songs in advance from 
the repertoire or select a new song (e.g. first dance) for performance on the day at no ex-
tra charge. 
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Various wedding and party package add ons available: 

Party Duo (Professional Backing tracks, live electric guitar and vocals, disco lights) 

DJ Service (To take you through to the end of your party, with powerful high quality PA and 
Disco Lights) 

Classical Guitar (Dave has ABRSM Grade 8 and will perform on an amplified Nylon String 
Classical Guitar) 

Wedding Singer (Laura can perform solo from a repertoire of 100s of songs using backing 
tracks) 

 

Acoustic Duo 

We are a duo comprising singer Laura-Jayne Hunter and guitarist/singer Dave Carter. 

We cover popular songs of all genres from swing, bossa, country and folk to indie, soul, 
motown, rock and contemporary hits.  

 

Based in Manchester we have performed at hundreds of weddings as well as public gigs 
and parties throughout the North West UK since getting together in 2010.  We're a great 
choice of live music for Wedding Breakfasts, Drinks Receptions, Parties, Wedding Services, 
Restaurants and Bars that require live acoustic music.  

Set Lengths 

We're flexible but normally perform:  

2 x 60 minutes or 

3 x 40 minutes or 

2 x 45 minutes or 

1 x 90 minutes 
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DJ Service Add On 

If you want to dance to louder music for the rest of the evening we can provide all the rec-

orded music you'll need with a DJ service, disco, lighting and your own microphone for 

speeches and announcements. We'll build your ideal playlists in advance and bring thou-

sands of hits to satisfy your guests’ requests on the day. 

 

Party Duo 

We can also perform classic dance hits at higher volume with live vocals and electric guitar 

accompanied by self produced backing tracks. We will bring a more powerful PA and disco 

lighting if this option is required. Some of our customers like us to start softly with the 

acoustic duo and switch to the sound of a full band when their guests are in the mood for 

dancing! This format makes use of backing tracks. 

 

Wedding First Dance or Special Requests 

Let us know if you would like us to perform a song that isn't in LeLounge's current reper-

toire. This could be your first dance, or a special song for the occasion. 

 

Public Liability and Emergency Cover 

We have Public Liability Insurance of up to £10million, Our electrical equipment is PAT test-

ed each year. For peace of mind we have deputy musicians  to cover for emergencies.  

 

Planning, Clothing, Playing 

As experienced professional wedding and function musicians we will always dress smartly 

when performing. Performance times can be adjusted to fit in with auctions, buffets, raffle 

results or speeches and arrival and set up times can usually be arranged to minimise dis-

ruption to guests. Set up time is normally twenty minutes, and we require an area of 

around 2m x 2m.  
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Classical Guitar Add On 

Classical Guitar pieces can be performed by Dave (ABRSM Grade 8) during the wel-

come drinks or wedding ceremony. This is perfect as background music. 

 

Wedding Singer Add On 

Laura Jayne Hunter has performed as a solo wedding singer for over 15 years and can 

sing solo using backing tracks during any phase of your event, performing anything 

from easy listening and swing to popular dance hits.  
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